Fractional-Order Integral as Design Guide 1. Around this time, Taro Yoshida informed to Manabe through a private communication that "better control can be realized by splitting the feedback signal into two parts and placing them before and after saturation separately."
2. He discovered this rule of thumb during the development of induction-motor-speed-control system with magnetic amplifiers and reactors.
3. This principle of feedback splitting was found to be equivalent to making the open-loop transfer function a fractional-order integral.
4. Further studies have been made to establish a practical design guide from this finding [3, 4, 5].
(1) The good control system will be characterized by three basic elements, namely Saturation,
The open-loop transfer function will be approximated by these elements.
( ) Its asymptotic straight-line approximation should be within plus-minus 2 dB of the intended fractional-order integral.
(3) The frequency range where fractional-order integral feature is to be kept ( / ) K K depends on the gain decrease ratio due to saturation . 
